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(1). We determine the number of non-isomorphic classes of self-complementary 
circulant digraphs with pq vertices, where p and q are distinct primes. The non- 
isomorphic classes of these circulant digraphs with pq vertices are enumerated. (2). 
We also determine the number of non-isomorphic classes of self-complementary, 
vertex-transitive digraphs with a prime number p vertices, and the number of self- 
complementary strongly vertex-transitive digraphs with p vertices. The non- 
isomorphic classes of strongly vertex-transitive digraphs with p vertices are also 
enumerated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This is an extension of the results in [B]. Again, the digraphs (directed 
graphs) which we consider here are finite, simple, and without loops. A 
digraph X is said to be vertex-transitive if its group of automorphisms is 
transitive on its vertices, and X is said to be strongly vertex-transitive if its 
group of automorphisms acts regularly on its vertices. Also, a digraph on n 
vertices is said to be a circulant digraph if its group of automorphisms 
contains the cyclic group of order n. In [B], we showed that the vertex- 
transitive digraphs on a prime number, p, of vertices are precisely the 
circulant digraphs on p vertices, and we enumerated the non-isomorphic 
ciasses of these digraphs by using P6lya’s theorem of enumeration. 

By applying de Bruijn’s generalization of Pblya’s theorem, Read [ 121 
presented a function which determines the number of distinct (non- 
isomorphic classes of) self-complementary digraphs with n vertices. Here, by 
using a method similar to Read’s, we, in Section 3, determine the number of 
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distinct self-complementary circulant digraphs with pq vertices, where p and 
q are distinct primes. In Section 2, we enumerate the circulant digraphs with 
pq vertices. Our proof depends on a recent result of Alspach and Parsons in 
[3] concerning Adam’s conjecture in [ 11. On p. 306 in [lo], Elspas and 
Turner remarked that there was no convenient enumeration of strongly 
vertex-transitive digraphs with p vertices. Here, in Section 4, by using the 
idea of the principle of inclusion and exclusion, we enumerate the strongly 
vertex-transitive digraphs with p vertices, as well as those vertex-transitive 
digraphs with p vertices which are not strongly vertex-transitive. We also 
determine the number of strongly vertex-transitive, self-complementary 
digraphs with p vertices. Some of our results concerning vertex-transitive 
digraphs with p vertices coincide with the ones obtained by Chia and Lim in 
[9]. However, the methods are different. 

2. AN ENUMERATION 

Let p and q be distinct primes and G be the cyclic group generated by the 
permutation (0 1 2 ... (pq - 1)). We apply Schur’s algorithm as described in 
[6-81, to G, and we obtain all of the digraphs with pq vertices, each of 
whose group of automorphisms contains or is G. Namely, each of these 
digraphs on pq vertices is a combination (union) of the basic digraphs D,, 
D Dpq-1’ * ,a.., where the vertex set, V(Di), of Di is H = {0, l,..., (pq - 1)) 
and the directed edge set, E(Di) of Di is { [j, j + i]; j = 0, l,..., (pq - l)} for 
i = 1,2,...,pq - 1. Or we may consider each of these digraphs on pq vertices 
to be a Cayley digraph XH,K, where K is a subset of H such that the identity 
of H does not belong to K, i.e., V(X,,,) = H and E(X,,,) = {[j, j + i]; j E H 
and i E K}. The following is an extension of Theorem 4 in [8]: 

LEMMA 1. The circulant digraphs X,,, and X,,,, with pq vertices, 
where p and q are distinct primes, are isomorphic if and only if there exists a 
u in A(H) such that u maps K onto K’, where A(H) is the group of 
automorphisms of the additive group H = (0, l,..., (pq - l)}, module pq. 

Proof: We assume that there exists a u in A(H) which maps K onto K’. 
Then iu E K’ for every i E K. Hence [j, j + i] E E(X,,,) if and only if 
[ j, j + iu] E E(X,,,). That is, X,,, and X,,,, are isomorphic. 

Now we assume that X,,, and XH,K, are isomorphic. Alspach and Parsons 
in [3] proved that Adam’s conjecture holds for circulant digraphs with pq 
vertices; i.e., for every pair of isomorphic circulant digraphs X,,K and X,,,, 
with pq vertices, there exists an integer u relatively prime to pq such that 
K’ = UK, where the product is taken modulo pq. Since u is relatively prime 
to pq, there exists a u in A(H) which maps K onto K’. 
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For our application of Polya’s theorem, it is convenient to think of the 
digraph XH,K as a combination of the basic digraphs D, , D, ,..., Dp4-, . For 
each u in A(H), u induces a permutation d on the set {Dl, D2,..., Dpqz,}; i.e., 
for every u E A(H), and for every i E K with ia = iu, D,, = Di, . Let A (If) be 
the set of permutations c? on (0, , D2,..., D,,,- ,} induced by all u in A(H). 
Clearly, A(H) is a permutation group and is isomorphic to A(H). By 
Lemma 1, two circulant digraphs X,,, and X,,,, with pq vertices are 
isomorphic if and only if there exists a 8 in A(H) such that d maps the basic 
digraphs in X,,, onto the basic digraphs in X,,,,. Applying Polya’s theorem 
with the domain consisting of the basic digraphs D, , D, ,..., Dpg-, , the range 
consisting of 0 and 1 with the weight function w  such that w(O) = 1 and 
w(l) =xpq, and A(H) acting on the domain, we obtain the following function 
of enumeration: 

THEOREM 1. The non-isomorphic classes of circulant digraphs with pq 
vertices, where p and q are distinct primes, are enumerated by the function 

P&,,(l + xpq, 1 + x-r,...), 

where P,-,,,(x,, x2,...) is the cycle index ofb(H) and the coeficient of x” is 
the number of non-isomorphic digraphs having n directed edges. 

The cycle mdex PI&x,, x2 ,... ) is relatively simple, since A(H) is 
isomorphic to A(H) and since A(H) is isomorphic to the direct product of 
A(C,) and A(C,), where C, is the cyclic group or order n. For the case 
q = 2, we have b(H) 2: A(H) 1: C,-, , which yields the following 
enumeration formula for the circulant digraphs on 2p vertices: 

1 +xzp 
p-lT 4(d)(l + x~“~) 2(pd- 1) , 

where Q is Euler’s 4 function and.the summation is taken over the divisors d 
ofp- 1. 

We list the enumerations for the cases pq = 6, 10, 14, and 15: 

pq=6, 1 + 3x6 + 6~‘~ + 6x’* + 3xz4 +x3’. 

pq = 10, 1 + 3x’O + 10x20 + 22x30 + 34x40 + 34xso + 22x60 
+ 1ox’O + 3xno + xgo. 

P4 = 14, 1 + 3~‘~ + 14~~~ + 50~~~ + 123~‘~ + 217x” + 292xE4 

+ 292x9’ + 217~“~ + 123~‘~~ + 50~‘~’ + 14~‘~~ 

+ 3x16* + xlE2. 
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pq = 1% 1 + 3~‘~ + 15x3’ + 50x4’ + 137x6’ + 263~‘~ + 395x9’ 
+ 444x”’ + 395x’*’ + 263~‘~~ + 137x”’ + 50~‘~~ 
+ 15x18o + 3x195 + xZ’O. 

3. SELF-COMPLEMENTARY DIGRAPHS 

Let X be a digraph. A digraph F is said to be a complementary graph of 
X if V(X’) = V(X), and a directed edge belongs to E(F) if and only if it 
does not belong to E(X). X is said to be self-complementary if it is 
isomorphic to Xc. Here, we shall use de Bruijn’s generalization of Pblya’s 
theorem to obtain the following. 

THEOREM 2. The number of non-isomorphic classes of self- 
complementary circulant digraphs with pq vertices is 

pJW ( 
a a a 

F’ F’ Q”’ >e 2(L*+Z‘tzf,+~~ .) 

evaluated at z1 = z2 = z3 = . . . = 0, where p and q are distinct primes, x(H) 
is the permutation group, as stated in Theorem 1, acting on the set of basic 
digraphs, JD1, D, ,..., Dpspl}, and PlCH,(8/~z,, l@z,, a/az, ,...) is the cycle 
index of A(H). 

ProoJ Let D = {Dl, D2,..., D,,-,}, R = {0, l}, A(H) act on D and the 
identity group act on R. Then, by Theorem 5.4 on p. 172 in [5] the number 

evaluated at z, = z2 = z3 = . . . = 0 is the number of non-isomorphic classes 
of circulant digraphs with pq vertices. 

If in addition, we let T= {(O)(l), (01)) act on R, then we have placed 
each circulant digraph with pq vertices in the same equivalence class with its 
complementary graph, and the number is 

pm ( 

a a 
zy' ig"' 1 

PT(eZ,+Z*+. . ., e2(z2+r,+. . ",***) 

= Pmf~ ( 
a a 

) 
i(e 

F’ zy’ 2 
7Jz,+z*+. . .) + e2(z2+L4t.~ .) 1 

evaluated at z1 = z2 = z3 = . . . = 0. (5) 
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Doubling (5) which counts each distinct self-complementary digraph 
twice, and subtracting (4) give the number of distinct self-complementary 
circulant digraphs with pq vertices, i.e., 

2p,-,,, (~,~,...)~(e2(z,tz2+...) +e2(z2+z4...)) 

-Pz(H) (&,-$...) ez(rltz2+...) 

= P&H) ( 
a a 

q' Fg*- 1 
e2(z2tz,t~. .) 

evaluated at z1 = z2 = z3 = .. . = 0 which is (3). 
We note that since the complete digraph on n vertices has n(n - 1) edges, 

a self-complementary digraph must have fn(n - 1) edges. Therefore there are 
no self-complementary circulant digraphs on 2p vertices. For pq = 15, there 
are 20 self-complementary circulant digraphs; for pq = 21, there are 88; for 
pq = 35, there are 5560. Also since there are $n(n - 1) edges in a self- 
complementary undirected graph, with n vertices, none of the 20 self- 
complementary circulant digraphs with 15 vertices can be a self- 
complementary undirected graph, nor can any of the 5560 self- 
complementary circulant digraphs with 35 vertices be a self-complementary 
undirected graph. 

For the prime case, we take H to be the additive group (0, l,... (p - 1)). 
Then A(H) is the cyclic group of order p - 1. We take D to be the set 
consisting of the basic digraphs D, , D, ,... D,- , , R to be {O, I}, A(H) to be 
the group which is isomorphic to A(H) and which acts on D, and T to be 
~(O)(l)9 (OlN t’ g ac m on R. By using the above technique, we have 

THEOREM 3. The number of non-isomorphic classes of sey- 
complementary, vertex-transitive digraphs with a prime number p vertices is 

(6) 

evaluated at z, = z2 = . . . = 0, where $ is Euler’s # function and the 
summation is taken over the divisors d of p - 1. 

4. STRONGLY VERTEX-TRANSITIVE DIGRAPHS 

A vertex-transitive digraph with a prime number p of vertices is said to be 
strongly vertex-transitive if its group of automorphisms is the cyclic group of 
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order p. Here we shall present the enumerating functions for strongly vertex- 
transitive digraphs and for vertex-transitive digraphs which are not strongly 
vertex-transitive with p vertices, and determine the number of non- 
isomorphic strongly vertex-transitive self-complementary digraphs with p 
vertices. 

In order to enumerate the strongly vertex-transitive digraphs, we shall first 
enumerate the vertex-transitive digraphs which are not strongly vertex- 
transitive. Let X be a non-complete and non-null vertex-transitive digraph 
with p vertices. Our Theorem 3 in [8] states that if the group of 
automorphisms, G(X), of X is not cyclic, then G(X) = (S, a) with the 
defining relations S’ = e, u” = e, and CJ-’ Sa = S’, where e is the identity of 
G(X), n divides p - 1 and r” = 1 mod p. Moreover, (a) c A(H), which is the 
group of automorphisms of the additive group modp, H = (0, l,..., (p - l)}. 
Since A(H) is a cyclic group of order p - 1, the stabilizer of 0, G(X), = (a), 
is a cyclic group of order n which divides p - 1, i.e., each element in (a) 
fixes 0, and permutes the other p - 1 vertices in orbits of length n. Let 
A(H) = (t) with rp-’ = e. Say nq=p- 1. Then a= tq. Let D,, D, ,..., D,-, 
be the basic digraphs relatiye to the group (S) = ((01 ss. (p - 1))); i.e., if 
we apply Schur’s algorithm to (S), then we obtain all of the vertex-transitive 
digraphs with p vertices each of whose group of automorphisms z(S), and 
each of which is a combination of basic digraphs D,, D2,..., D,- ,. Now if 
we apply Schur’s algorithm to the permutation group (S, o) = (S, 7”) acting 
on H = (0, l,..., (p - l)}, then we obtain all of the vertex-transitive digraphs 
with p vertices each of whose group of automorphisms ?(S, 79, and each of 
which is a combination of the basic digraphs relative to (S, 7”). The basic 
digraphs relative to (S, 7”) consist of q digraphs each of which is of the type 
D,, Di2 - 9 - D,,, the union of Di,, D,2 ,..., Din, relative to (S), where i,, i, ,..., i, 
are distinct, 1 < i,, ’ z*,..., i, <n, and they belong to the same orbit of 
(74) = (a). - 

In order to apply Polya’s theorem, we let D, be the set of the q basic 
digraphs relative to (S, 7q), R = (0, 1) and wq be the weight function such 
that w,(O) = 1 and wq( 1) = xnp, where qn =p - 1. For each #C A(H)/(tq), 
e= (7”)6? Since u = 7q is an automorphism of every basic digraph in q, we 
may define (Di,Di2 ... D&?= (D,,,Di,e .*. Di,e). Let fiq be the set of all - 
permutations acting on D, induced by all 8 in A(H)/(7q). Then Hq is a 
permutation group and is isomorphic to pi/. 

Each of the vertex-transitive digraphs with p vertices whose group of - 
automorphisms 2(S, 7”) is a combination of the basic digraphs in D,. 
Clearly, it is a Cayley digraph X,,,. We claim that any two such digraphs 
X H,K and XH,K' are isomorphic if and only if there exists an element in Hq 
corresponding to an element 0 = (7”)O in A(H)/(.rq) such that 8 maps K onto 
K’. This follows from our Theorem 4 in [8]; i.e., if X,,, and X,,,, are 
isomorphic, by Theorem 4 in [8], there exists a 8 E A(H) which maps K 

582b/32/3-8 
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o_nto K’. Then (rq)e = 0 E A(H)/(zq). By the isomorphism of A(H)/(rq) an_d 
Hq, there is such an element in H,. Conversely, if there is an element in H, 
corresponding to 8= (rq)8 in A(H)/(zq) such that 0 maps K onto K’, then, 
by Theorem 4 in [S], X,,, and X,,K, are isomorphic. Applying Polya’s 
theorem, we have 

THEOREM 4. The non-isomorphic classes of vertex-transitive digraphs 
with a prime number p vertices whose group of automorphisms ?(S, zq>, 
where S=(Ol...(p-1)) and z is a generator of the group A(H) of 
automorphisms of H = (0, l,..., (p - I)}, are enumerated by the function 

Pfl$l + x”P, 1 + xZnp,...). (7) 

Here nq =p - 1, PnJx, , x2 ,...) is the cycle index of HP, and the coeflcient of 
xm is the number of non-isomorphic digraphs having m directed edges. In 
fact, the enumerating function (7) is 

+ T 4(d)( 1 + x~“~)~‘~, 

where the sum is taken over the divisors d of q and 4 is Euler’s 4 function. 

Since I?4 2: A(H)/(.rq) and A(H) is a cyclic group of order p - 1 and (rq) 
is of order n, fiq is a cyclic group of order q acting on 09 whose cardinality 
is q. Hence, (8) follows from (7). 

THEOREM 5. (a) The enumerating function of the non-isomorphic classes 
of strongly vertex-transitive digraphs with a prime number p vertices is 

where d,qi = p - 1, the summation-is taken over all divisors dt of p - 1, 
PnQi(x,, x2,...) is the cycle index of Hqi, the coeflcient of xm is the number of 
non-isomorphic digraphs having m directed edges and ,a is the Mobius 
function. 

(b) The number of non-isomorphic classes of strongly vertex-transitive, 
self-complementary digraphs with p vertices is 

; 44) (J’q (&, c,...) e2(r2+z4+ .. .)) 
I 2 

evaluated at z, = z2 = e-o = 0, where d,q, =p - 1, the summation is taken 
over all divisors dt of p - 1, Pn,,(x, , x2 . . .) is the cycle index of Hq,, and p is 
the Mobius function. 
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Proof: (a) Let p - 1 =p:& ... pfl be the prime power decomposition 
of p - 1. Beginning with the enumeration of all the vertex-transitive digraphs 
with p vertices each of whose group of automorphisms z(S), we subtract 
those that are not strongly vertex-transitive each of whose group of 
automorphisms ?(S, +‘I) for i = 1, 2 ,..., t. Since we have twice subtracted 
each of those whose group of automorphisms ?(S, z~‘~I), where i #j and i, 
j = 1, 2,..., t, we must compensate by adding these once, and so on. In this 
way, the Mobius function, ,u(d), gives us exactly what is needed for our 
enumeration as d runs through the divisors of p - 1. Thus, (9) follows from 
using (7) repeatedly. 

(b) Apply de Bruijn’s theorem to obtain (10). 

EXAMPLE. Let p = 7, S = (0123456) and H= {0, 1,2,3,4,5,6}. Then 
A(H)=< >, h r w  ere t = (0)( 132645) and r6 = e. 

(a) Applying Schur’s algorithm to the group (S, r”) = (S), we obtain 
the basic digraphs D, D,, D,, D,, D, , D, relative to (S): wher_e V(Di) = H 
and E(D,) = { [ j,j + i]; j = 0, l,..., 6L for i = 1, 2 ,..., 6. H6 = A(H) acts on 
{D,, D,, D,, D,, D,, D,}. In fact, H6=((D,D,D3D6D,D,)). BY (71, the 
enumerating function of vertex-transitive digraphs with seven vertices each of 
whose group of automorphisms z(S) is 

P&x,, x* ,...) = + c #(d)( 1 + X7d)6’d 
dl6 

= 1 + x7 + 3~‘~ + 4x2L + 3x2* + x35 + x42a (11) 

By (6), the number of non-isomorphic self-complementary, vertex-transitive 
digraphs with seven vertices each of whose group of automorphisms z(S) is 

I z,=.z2=. . . =cl 

= + (23 + 2 * 2) = 2. (12) 

(b) Applying Schur’s algorithm to the group (S, 7’), we obtain the 
basic digraphs D, D,, D,D,, D, D, relative to (S, 73), where V(DiD,) = H 
and E(D,D,)={[j,j+i];j=O,l,... 6}U([j,J’+k];j=O,l,... 6). H, acts 
on {DID6 = d,, D,D, = d,, D3D4 = d3} and H, = ((d,d,d,)). 
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By (7), the enumerating function of vertex-transitive digraphs with seven 
vertices each of whoese group of automorphisms ?(S, t’) is 

P&(X,, x* ,...) = f c #(d)( 1 + X14d)3’d = 1 + xl4 + xZ8 + x42. (13) 
dl3 

By (6), the number of self-complementary, vertex-transitive digraphs with 
seven vertices each of whose group of automorphisms 1(S, r”) is 

1 = 0. (14) z,=z2 =...= IJ 

(c) Applying Schur’s algorithm to the group (S, r’), we obtain the 
basic digraphs D, DID,, D, D, D,, relative to (S, r*), where 
V(DiD,D,)=H and E(DiDRDm)= {[j,j+i]; j=O, 1,...,6}U ([j,j+k]; 

j=O, l,... 6)U {[j, j+m]; j=O, l,... 6}. i?, acts on {D,D2D4=e,, 
D, D, D, = e2} and i?, = ((e, eJ). 

By (7), the enumerating function of vertex-transitive digraphs with seven 
vertices each of whose group of automorphisms 2(S, r’) is 

~&I 3 x2 ,...I = + c t$(d)( 1 + P)Z’d = 1 + x21 + x42* 
dl2 

(15) 

By (6), the number of self-complementary, vertex-transitive digraphs with 
seven vertices each of whose group of automorphisms z(S, r’) is 

(d) Applying Schur’s algorithm to the group (S, 7) we obtain the 
basic digraph D, D, D, D, D, D, relative to (S, r). 

It is the complete digraph with seven vertices. i?, acts on 
(0, D,D, D,D,D,} and fl, is the identity group. By (7), the enumerating 
function of vertex-transitive digraphs with seven vertices each of whose 
group of automorphisms 3(S, r) is 

P&x,, x* )...) = 1 +x4*. (17) 
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By (6), the number of self-complementary, vertex-transitive digraphs with 
seven vertices each of whose group of automorphisms ?(S, 7”) is 

a 

K 1 

- e2(z2+L4+. . .) 

az, 1 = 0. (18) 
L,ZL2Z.. . =o 

By (9), we know that the enumerating function of strongly vertex- 
transitive digraphs with seven vertices is 

~(1) hi6 + 42) Pii; + ,431 4i2 + /46) Pii, 

= (1 + x7 + 3x14 + 4x2’ + 3x28 + x35 + x42) - (1 + x’4 + x28 + x42) 

- (1 + x2’ + x42) + (1 + x42) 

= x7 + 2x14 + 3x21 + 2x28 + xj5, (19) 

where (ll), (13), (15) and (17) are used. The digraphs X72, X73, X74, x76, 

X7*, X7, on p. 254 in [8] and Xs2, xs3, xS4 constitute representatives of the 
nine non-isomorphic classes of (19). 

By (lo), we know that the number of strongly vertex-transitive, self- 
complementary digraphs with seven vertices is 

[ 
pii) PHq, (& -&,..* e2(z~+z~+~. .) 

1 2 1 )I z,=z* =...= 0 
=2-o-1+0=1, (20) 

where (12), (14), (16) and (18) are used. 
In conclusion we observe that, as we showed in our last paper [8], any 

digraph with p vertices is vertex-transitive if and only if its group is of the 
form (S, 74), where p, S, 7 and q are defined here in Theorem 4. Hence, in 
this theorem, we consider all digraphs with a prime number of vertices whose 
group is of the form (S, 7”) for each possible q. 

Also, the technique used here to enumerate circulant digraphs with pq 
vertices is a generalization of the technique we used in [8] to enumerate 
circulant (all vertex-transitive) digraphs with a prime number of vertices. 
This technique could be extended to enumerate circulant digraphs with n 
vertices, provided that n is square-free and that Adam’s conjecture holds. We 
have not seen a conclusive proof that Adam’s conjecture holds for all square- 
free n, although this seems to be the case. 
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